Cord Sets

Cord sets typically include power cords and power splitters. DC power is the safest
method for transferring power – so safe that a professionally installed conduit is not
required to protect the wire, as is the case with AC power. Lighting for Impact systems
convert the AC power provided from the wall to DC power. Our custom-built cord sets
transfer this power throughout the rack/gondola/fixture.

OVERVIEW
Splitters
come
standard at
10" lengths.
Can be
provided
with any
combination of
3-barrel
plugs.

Power
cords sold
in 12"
increments
up to 10'.
Can be
provided
with any
combination of
2-barrel
plugs.

Cord color
is black;
barrel
ports are
color
coordinated
by usage.

PVCinsulated
wire with
tin-plated
copper
conductor.

Doublemolded
process
for barrel
plugs
provides
longevity.

UL-certified
AWM style
1185 wire.

Heavy
16-gauge
wire
reduces
voltage loss
over long
spans.

Current
rating of 8
amps.

Working
temp up to
125° F.

BARREL PLUG OPTIONS
Lighting for Impact’s

Straight Male Plug

(available in 5.5x2.5mm or 5.5x2.1mm)

Right-angle Male Plug

(available in 5.5x2.5mm or 5.5x2.1mm)

Straight Female Plug

(available in 5.5x2.5mm or 5.5x2.1mm)
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intuitive design
makes it easy to install
and maximize power
and lighting. DC barrel
ports are color coded
to help installers
differentiate between
LED and power ports.
This simple design feature
ensures correct
installation and reduces
problems down the road.
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Wire
Management
CLIP STYLE

Wire management is one of the most
important aspects of a long-lasting LED
system. Even the best-quality products
cannot last in a harsh retail environment
without superior wire management.

FEATURES

Twist Clips *Patent Pending

Magnetic Boat Cleat

Spiral Wire Twist Clips

Magnetic Spiral Wire Clips
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Compatible
with 9-11
gauge wire
shelf.

Tough
polycarbonate plastic.

Used for LED
cord on wire
shelving.

More
professional
than zip ties.

Black

Strong
Neodymium
magnets
firmly attach
to any metal
surface.

Durable
ABS plastic.

Used for
power cords
or LED wires.

Excess wire
can be
wrapped
around
unique clip
shape.

Black

Compatible
with 9-11
gauge wire
shelf.

Tough
polycarbonate plastic.

Used for
spiral LED
cord on
wire
shelving.

More
professional
than zip ties.

Black

Strong
Neodymium
magnets
firmly attach
to any metal
surface.

Durable
ABS
plastic.

Used for
spiral LED
cords.

Firmly holds
wire onto
gondola and
out of sight.

Black

Almond

Almond

Almond

Almond
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